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ABSTRACT 
  
This thesis explores the performance of a variety of machine learning techniques for the task of 
multi-label document classification applied to a corpus of United States patent grants. The rapidly 
rising number of patent applications in the past several decades has led to a rising need for 
enhanced automatic patent processing tools. The task of automated document classification in 
particular has been targeted as an important point of research. However, the development of 
adequate tools has been limited in part by the esoteric writing style particular to intellectual 
property and the overlapping categorizations of the branched hierarchical classification system 
employed by the CPC. A patent document corpus offers a large, publicly available training set 
consisting of both structured and unstructured data. The application of machine learning 
techniques to this corpus may help relieve the increasing need for highly trained human classifiers. 
The contributions of the present work are 2-fold. First, the present work constructed a patent 
document corpus by gathering 4500 patent documents from years 2015 and 2014 and compiling 
relevant structured and textual data relevant to an automated classification task. Second, it offers 
an examination of five different machine learning techniques as automated classifiers for patent 
documents by section. Test trials under different preprocessing conditions utilizing principal 
component analysis and word selection were applied in training supervised learning classifiers. It 
was found that principal component analysis of the patent documents without further feature 
selection yielded the greatest performance for all machine learning models. This approach also 
revealed an effect of dataset size where increasing the size of the training set increased the overall 
performance of Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, and Neural Net 
models. It was further found that some classifiers trained on data not subject to principal 
component analysis showed decreasing performance metrics with increasing data sizes. 
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Chapter 1: Background 
 
 In the past twenty years, the number of applications in the United States for patents has 
increased dramatically, rising from 220,000 applications in 1996 to 630,000 2015 (U.S. Patent 
Statistics Chart Calendar Years 1963 - 2015, 2017). The number of examiners employed by the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has similarly increased from 2,000 to 8,000 
examiners in the same time frame in order to cope with the rising demands on the intellectual 
property (IP) field. This rapid growth of patent documents has led to a rising call for sophisticated 
patent analysis tools, tools which forecast future technological trends and identify technological 
hotspots, and tools which detect patent infringement. However, the preponderance of technical 
jargon and opaque legal terminology particular to IP documentation, along with terminology 
changes and development of new technological subfields, necessitates the employment of highly 
trained professionals, making the process of patent examination slow and expensive. 
 
Figure 1 Number of submitted patent applications by year. Data from 
USPTO.gov  
 Much research has been conducted into the automation of the examination of IP [15, 16]. 
However, its rapidly increasing volume and infamously peculiar writing style, especially of claim 
language, has presented challenges for automated tools (Larkey, 1998). One task in particular, 
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document classification, will be discussed as a prime target for automation research. Several 
machine learning approaches in particular will be examined for their usefulness in the 
classification task. These approaches will include simple conventional approaches such as Naïve 
Bayes learning and decision tree learning, as well as more complex and computationally 
demanding approaches utilizing support vector machines and artificial neural networks. 
 The present research will examine the effectiveness of each of these machine learning 
techniques for document classification at five different levels of IP classification. In order to 
elucidate the nature of the task, background will be provided on document classification as a task 
in general and on the nature of patent documents and the challenges they present to document 
classification. The basic foundations of several machine learning approaches will then be 
discussed, including their relevance to the classification of IP literature. 
 In this chapter, relevant aspects of IP literature and machine learning are discussed in turn. 
Discussion of IP will include a description of patent documents, the Cooperative Patent 
Classification system, and issues presented in automation of patent examining. Discussion of 
machine learning will include the tasks of document classification, multi-label classification, and 
dimensionality reduction, as well as appropriate criteria of evaluation for such tasks. 
 
1.1   Patent Documents 
 In the United States and internationally, patents have a regular format consisting of a 
combination of structured and unstructured information. The title page of a given patent grant 
contains numerous instances of structured data, including the filing number, application date, 
classification number, etc… However, the bulk of the data contained in a patent document 
comprises unstructured, textual data contained in the title, abstract, detailed description of the  
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 Figure 2 The title page of US Patent grants includes both structured and unstructured data. Title page taken 
from US Patent 8,259,199 
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invention, and the claims. Any analysis or task conducted on such a document must be focused on 
these sections.  
Structured Data Unstructured Data 
- Publication Number - Title 
- Classification Number(s) - Abstract 
- Application Number - Background of the Invention 
- Filing Date - Summary of the Invention 
- References Cited - Brief Description of the Drawings 
- Inventor/Assignee Information - Description of Preferred Embodiments 
 - Claims 
 
 A completed patent grant generally also contains detailed drawings and figures. Such drawings also 
represent a rich source of information included in standard patent grants. While a full discussion of image 
recognition is beyond the scope of the present work, these figures represent another potential direction for 
research in classification and information retrieval tasks. 
 The detailed description of the document generally comprises the longest section with most 
information, detailing the structure and function of the invention and generally containing domain-specific 
terminology, both from the IP domain and the technical domain of the invention. The claims section 
delineates the legal protections granted to the inventor. While the primary body of a patent contains detailed 
information on the nature and use of the invention, the claims section spells out the exact legal protections 
an inventor has secured with the patent grant. The use of legal terminology and the need for very specific 
language makes claims notoriously opaque and complex in style and structure. Due to legal restrictions on 
the nature of claims, every claim must consist of a single sentence, sometimes leading to a claim sentence 
spanning multiple pages in a given document. These sentences often feature “chain expressions” in which 
one concept is defined, followed by another that further explains an aspect of the previous definition, and 
so on. This legal quirk thereby leads to the coercion of multiple sentences into one. A prototypical 
independent claim exemplifying claim structure is reproduced from U.S. Patent 7,222,078 below: 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A system comprising: 
units of a commodity that can be used by 
 respective users in different locations, 
a user interface, which is part of each of the units 
 of the commodity, configured to provide 
 a medium for two-way local interaction 
 between one of the users and the 
 corresponding unit of the commodity, and 
 further configured to elicit, from a user, 
 information about the user’s perception of 
 the commodity, 
a communication element associated with each of 
 the units of the commodity capable of 
 carrying results of the two-way local 
 interaction from each of the units of the 
 commodity to a central location, and 
a component capable of managing the interactions 
 of the users in different locations and 
 collecting the results of the interactions at 
 the central location. 
Figure 3 The first independent claim of US Patent 7,222,078 
displays the single sentence structure typical of intellectual 
property claims. 
 
1.2   Cooperative Patent Classification  
 The primary schema used in patent classification in North America and Europe is the 
Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC). Patent grants and pre-grant publications of patent 
applications are assigned at least one classification term indicating the subject of application/grant. 
Additional classification terms may be added to provide further detail on the nature of the 
invention. 
 The CPC is hierarchical in nature, featuring five discrete levels denoting increasingly 
narrow categorization of an application. These levels include Section, Class, Subclass, Group, and 
Main group/subgroup. For the fifth level of classification, a tag of “00” indicates classification 
into the “main group” other digits indicate the corresponding subgroup of classification. The main 
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group subsumes subgroups classified beneath it, so that a tag of “00” may be said to terminate 
classification at the fourth level of the CPC hierarchy. The structure of an example classification 
is denoted for A01B33/00. 
 
Sample classification breakdown for A01B33/00 
- Section:                           letter symbol (A) 
    - Class:                          2-digit number (01) 
        - Subclass:                 letter symbol (B) 
            - Group:                 3 digit number (33) 
                - Main group/    2+ digits 
                   subgroup: 
(00) 
Figure 4 The CPC system breakdown of a sample classification. 
 
 Different nodes within the CPC reflect divisions by scientific/technological field to best 
categorize inventions into appropriate fields. The topmost level of the CPC hierarchy includes 
sections for the broadest categories such as “A: Human Necessities”, “F: Mechanical 
Engineering”, etc… A patent application is assigned a classification at the most detailed level of 
the hierarchy which is applicable to the invention. However, the invention may be assigned 
multiple labels to better express the subject of the invention. For example, a jointed surgical tool 
with an articulating wrist may be assigned into subclass “A61B – Diagnosis; surgery; 
identification” to reflect its status as a surgical apparatus, as well as “F16D – Couplings for 
transmitting rotation; clutches; brakes” to further reflect its mechanical aspects. Such an 
overlapping classification is vital for the process of patent examination since literature from 
parallel fields often determines the allowance or rejection of an application. 
  A patent application is assigned a classification at the most detailed level of the hierarchy 
which is applicable to the invention and as many classification as is necessary to express the scope 
of the invention. This generates a classification system which is simultaneously fine-grained in 
specificity and adaptable to the overlapping scope of rising technologies. The CPC itself is an 
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adaptation of the International Patent Classification (IPC) system which added a number of 
features and classification nodes, including a ninth section (Y); this section is used to tag 
technologies spanning multiple sections of the CPC. 
 
Classification Level Classification Name Number of Nodes 
1 Section 9 
2 Class 129 
3 Subclass 639 
4 Group 7,314 
5 Main Group 61,397 
Table 1 Summary of the CPC levels by number of nodes.     
 
Section Contents 
A Human Necessities 
B Operations and Transport 
C Chemistry and Metallurgy 
D Textiles 
E Fixed Constructions 
F Mechanical Engineering 
G Physics 
H Electricity 
Y Emerging Cross-Sectional Technologies 
            Table 2 The classification subjects of the nine sections of the CPC. 
 
1.3   Automated Patent Classification 
 The two primary qualities of IP literature obstructing classification are 1) the relative 
complexity of lexicon and writing style and 2) the vast quantity of both incoming patent 
applications and existing published documents (Larkey, 1998).  
 The first difficulty is tied to the interdisciplinary nature of patent content. IP shows a 
characteristic combination of highly detailed technical terms and exceptionally broad, ambiguous 
phrasing. This combination often makes patents less accessible to the lay public and makes the 
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formulation of adequate search queries challenging. Previous research by Magdy et al. (Magdy, 
Leveling, & Jones, 2009) has shown cases in which 12% of the documents relevant to a queried 
topic (as judged by an examiner’s citations) did not share key words in common with that topic. 
The disjoint lexicons of two such documents stem from the nature of IP documents; patents often 
contains technological terms specific to a respective field as well as legal terminology which 
denotes the scope of protection granted to the claimed invention. As discussed above, this scope 
may overlap different technological fields, such that terminology from two scientific fields are 
contained in a single document or terms generally used within the scope of one field are instead 
applied to another. The converse situation also exists, in which two very similar technologies are 
described in distinct terms. 
 Moreover, the terminology used in patent literature is notoriously ambiguous and 
inscrutable in part due to the patent examination process. Examination generally involves a 
prolonged series of volleys between the applicant and examiner in which the applicant vies for the 
broadest legal protection possible while the examiner attempts to delineate the application’s legal 
claims as specifically as possible. This competition between vague and exact phrasing using both 
technical and legal jargon is further conducted under archaic legal constraints. Patent claims, as 
discussed above, are required to comprise a single sentence regardless of the complexity of the 
claim, usually leading to a single, convoluted run-on sentence detailing every feature of the 
claimed invention. These verbose, esoteric descriptions often make the extraction of useful 
features difficult for automated tools. 
  Different approaches have been taken to circumvent these issues in patent classification 
and retrieval tasks. (Larkey, 1998) constructs document representations for a patent retrieval task 
using key words which appear at least twice in a patent to produce a candidate vector component. 
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Key words were additionally weighted according to the document section and number of 
occurrences per section. However, (Magdy, Leveling, & Jones, 2009) found in a similar task that’ 
relying on too few words by preprocessing removal of certain sections or low frequency words 
depressed results in the IR task. The tradeoff is noted that using the full document text with minor 
preprocessing (such as stop word removal) produced greater results, although with much higher 
processing times. (Larkey, 1998) further noted that they had not found that the addition of phrases 
produced superior results to the use of single terms. 
 Considering these challenges, machinery which will automate sorting of patents into the 
CPC must overcome at least these challenges: 
- Extract usable features from unstructured text 
- Recognize linguistic/textual features despite non-standard structures 
- Have a means to handle or ignore features which are ambiguous 
- Recognize overlap of classes despite a lack of overlap of certain features 
 In addition to these challenges, the accelerating rate at which patent applications are 
submitted presents a prohibitively large volume of work given that manual classification requires 
highly skilled human laborers. Analysis of this expanding corpus may therefore be an ideal 
application for techniques in machine learning. 
 
1.4   Machine Learning 
 Machine learning comprises the subfield of computer science concerned with designing 
systems which learn to generate a desired output based on input data (Samuel, 1969). This stands 
in contrast to standard computer programming in which a system is explicitly programmed to 
follow a rule-based process to generate its output. In these terms, standard computing may be 
differentiated from machine learning on the basis of the input and output variables of each case.  
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 Standard “rule-based” computing utilizes an algorithm or series of steps and input to 
generate a desired output. By comparison, supervised machine learning utilizes a set of labeled 
training data consisting of input instances paired with their desired output in order to generate a 
new function; this function may then be applied to further input instances to produce new output. 
Unsupervised machine learning functions similarly, but instead infers the function based on 
unlabeled training data. Supervised and unsupervised methods may be said to differ in the amount 
of restrictions or patterns provided to the process; supervised learning methods specify explicitly 
the type/number of expected outputs while unsupervised learning methods determine this 
information implicitly. 
 
Standard computing 
 
Supervised machine learning 
 
Unsupervised machine lening 
Figure 5 Comparison of standard computing against supervised/unsupervised methods of machine learning. 
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 Machine learning is data-driven by nature and therefore an ideal subfield for addressing 
problems which depend on largescale datasets. The vast quantities of unstructured textual data 
made available by the information age have necessitated tools such as supervised and unsupervised 
machine learning to complete analyses beyond the scope of human readers. Several specific 
machine learning techniques are discussed in the present work. However, two overarching tasks 
are of relevance in the application of these techniques: document classification and dimensionality 
reduction. 
 
1.5   Document Classification 
 Document classification is the well-studied problem in information science of how to 
assign a given sample document or text to a corresponding class. Such documents may be classified 
according to a variety of features to serve a number of purposes. Document classification has 
proved important in recent years as a basic form of spam filtering but has numerous applications 
in identifying the language, authorship, or subject of a given text. Beyond more conventional 
linguistic identifications, research has demonstrated the vital role machine learning plays in tasks 
of industry, business, and science which may be decomposed to classification decisions. 
Applications include medical diagnosis, bankruptcy prediction, and finished product inspection 
(Baxt, 1990) (Altman, Marco, & Varetto, 1994) (Lampinen, Smolander, & Korhonen, 1998). 
 While many classifiers work as binary classifiers (i.e., spam vs not spam), a more general 
case may be described for the multi-class classifier. A basic outline of multi-class document 
classification models the process as having two inputs, a document d and a fixed set of classes C 
= {c1, c2, …, cj} (Jurafsky & Martin, 2014). The classification process should successfully output 
for the input d a correct class c ∈ C. In order to attack the mammoth task of classifying the vast 
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number of documents made available in the digital age, document classification functions 
developed by machine learning can be implemented. A machine learning algorithm for document 
classification is similar to the basic outline but instead generates a function γ which takes 
documents d as input and outputs their most likely class c.  
 For the purposes of text document classification, a primary feature extracted from an 
example document is its word frequencies (Koster, Seutter, & Beney, 2003) (Krier & Zacca, 2002) 
(Larkey, 1998), where each document is represented by a vector consisting of the word frequencies 
calculated for that document. The simplest implementations utilize the “bag-of-words” (BOW) 
approach in which a simple frequency count is obtained (Jurafsky & Martin, 2014). This approach 
has the advantages of being simple, fast, and computationally inexpensive . However, a common 
criticism of BOW feature-extraction is that very little linguistic information is retained in 
comparison to n-gram or dependency parsing approaches which retain more information with 
regards to word order or relations (Lewis, 1998). Furthermore, it is generally necessary for every 
document vector to contain a value for each word present in the classification domain, leading to 
sparsity problem in which every vector contains a high number of zeros in their word frequencies 
(Dhillon & Modha, 2001). 
 
1.6   Multi-label Classification (MLC) 
 Multi-label classification (MLC) is a variant on classification problems where a given 
instance may have multiple output classes. As opposed to standard classification problems (i.e., 
grouping a given email as either spam or legitimate, but never both), MLC attempts to assign all 
relevant categories to a single instance (Tsoumakas & Katakis, 2009). Applications of this type of 
classification problem range through a number of real world situations which often display 
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overlapping categories, such as a patient in a hospital whose symptoms correspond to multiple 
relevant conditions or a book which belongs to multiple genres. 
 It is to be noted that multi-class classification and multi-label classification are not 
synonymous. A multi-class problem involves multiple possible output types, such as classifying 
an object to have a single color; a multi-label problem involves assigning all relevant output types 
to that single object, such as classifying it in terms of both color and shape. To reflect this, multi-
label problems are occasionally also referred to as multi-output classifications. 
 Despite this difference, standard classifiers may be adopted to address MLC tasks. Two 
prevailing paradigms exist for MLC: algorithm adaptation and problem transformation. 
 Algorithm adaptation seeks to alter standard classifier techniques used in binary and multi-
class classification to directly perform MLC. In this schema, MLC is handled as a single, holistic 
problem. Such machine learning methods as k-nearest neighbors, decision trees, and neural 
networks have adapted to address MLC in this way. 
 Problem transformation methods conversely alter the classification problem into a series 
of simpler classification problems rather than alter the classification algorithm itself. Two possible 
tactics may be employed in such a transformation which differ in which aspect of the problem is 
transformed. In the label powerset transformation, the number of labels is expanded to encompass 
all possible combinations which may be assigned to an instance. For example, in a training set 
which has three potential labels “A”, “B”, and “C”, a problem transformation approach to MLC 
would extend these labels to a complete matrix showing possible overlaps of these three labels 
such as “A&B”, A&C”, “B&C”, etc… Instances would then be assigned to a single label 
accordingly. 
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Example A B C 
1 X  X 
2  X  
3  X X 
 
Table 3 Potential training data for an 
MLC task containing three instances 
tagged with a set of three labels. 
 
 
Example A B C A ∧ B A ∧ C B ∧ C A ∧ B ∧ C 
1     X   
2  X      
3      X  
 
Table 4 The training set of Table 3 transformed according to the label powerset 
transformation. 
 
 A second problem transformation approach, the binary relevance method, rather than 
increasing the number of labels, instead increases the number of classifiers. For this approach, a 
single classifier is trained for each possible label, each of which may be applied in the classification 
of a single instance. This transformation may be thought of as an extension of a binary classifier 
applied in a one-vs-all task in which each instance is labeled as either belonging to a single class 
or not. Thus, as many binary classifiers exist as there are potential labels for the dataset. 
 
Example A ¬A 
1 X  
2  X 
3  X 
 
Example B ¬B 
1  X 
2 X  
3 X  
 
Example C ¬C 
1 X  
2  X 
3 X  
 
Table 5 The training set of Table 3 transformed according to the binary relevance method. 
 
 After the problem transformation is conducted, standard classifier techniques may be 
applied. In the label powerset method, a single classifier is applied to the transformed data using 
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the extended set of labels. In the binary relevance method, a one-vs-all classified is trained for each 
label. 
 
1.7   Evaluation Metrics for Multi-label Classification 
 Due to the differing nature of MLC and standard classification problems, differing 
evaluation metrics have been proposed in the literature to capture MLC performance. Because in 
MLC the predicted and actual values comprise matrices of truth values, it is possible to apply 
hamming loss as a performance metric (Zhang & Zhou, 2014). Hamming loss is a fractional 
expression of the Hamming distance is often used to express the “distance” between two arbitrary 
strings. This distance is measured by the number of steps in a string-editing process, or the number 
of single alterations required to transform one string into another (Sankoff & Kruskal, 1983). For 
example, the hamming distance between “hamming” and “hamster” is 4. Hamming loss expresses 
the error between two strings as a ratio of hamming distance to length of the expected string; in 
the above example, the hamming loss of producing “hamster” when “hamming” is intended is 
0.571. 
String Number of changes 
hamming 0 
hamsing 1 
hamstng 2 
hamsteg 3 
hamster 4 
 
Figure 6 Visual demonstration of the hamming distance between 
the strings "hamming" and "hamster" 
 
 In addition to hamming loss, more standard evaluation metrics may be adapted for use in 
MLC including precision, recall, and f-measure (Tsoumakas & Katakis, 2009). Precision, or 
positive predictive value is essentially a measure of what fraction of output classifications have 
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been made correctly. Recall, or sensitivity, reports the ratio of correct classifications made to the 
number of classifications that should have bene made. Both values may also be expressed in terms 
of true positives (tp), false positives (fp), and false negatives (fn). 
 Because precision and recall alone express different measures of performance, it is possible 
for a classification system to return high precision with low recall, or vice-versa. To provide a 
more holistic measure, the f-measure is often computed by taking the harmonic mean of precision 
and recall. 
 
 
 
Figure 7 Precision and recall quantify the false positive 
and false negative rates of results, providing holistic 
measures of performance. 
 
 Precision, recall, and f-measure are applied straightforwardly to binary classification 
problems, but may also be extended to MLC. Two schemes, micro-averaging and macro-
averaging, are used to accomplish this (Zhang & Zhou, 2014). In micro-averaging classification 
results, each predicted label instance (positive or negative) across all classes is treated as an 
individual data point. The appropriate evaluation metrics (i.e., precision and recall) are calculated 
using each instance to generate an overall score. Macro-averaging instead calculates these metrics 
by class, generating a discrete precision and recall for each category of label and then averaging 
these values to determine overall metrics. 
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 In practice, the distinction between micro- and macro-averaging becomes clear if a dataset 
is unbalanced in terms of labels. Micro-averaging treats each instance from every class as a single 
instance in the overall class; as a result, classes with large volumes tend to dominate the smaller 
classes in averaging. So, the micro-averaged precision will closely reflect the precision of the 
largest classes but not necessarily those of the smaller. Because it assigns equal weight to each 
class, macro-averaging can be used to provide a clearer idea of performance when data is non-
uniform across different labels. 
 
1.8   Dimensionality Reduction 
 A final consideration in document classification is a practical one and pertains to the 
dimensionality of the input space. Feature selection refers to the delineation of the subset of 
predictors for use in model construction; in classification of text documents, features often 
correspond to textual information (such as a BOW feature vector).  
 In a large corpus of text documents, the number of distinct words which occur at least once 
in the corpus may extend into the thousands. This necessitates a very large feature space for the 
training of a text classification model, where the dimensionality of the input vector is equal the 
number of words which occur at least once in the entire corpus. High-dimensional training spaces 
do not theoretically preclude the functionality of classification models; however, in practice overly 
high dimensionality can prohibitively increase the training time of a model analyzing a large 
corpus. 
 Dimensionality reduction is a process of feature extraction used to transform data in high-
dimensional space into fewer dimensions. Ideally, this dimensionality reduction occurs in such a 
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way as to remove those dimensions which do not account for a significant portion of the variance 
observed in the dataset while retaining features which are substantially predictive. 
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Chapter 2: Machine Learning Methodologies 
 A significant amount of research has been conducted on the usefulness of machine learning 
approaches for the task of document classification generally. The foundational nature of several 
machine learning approaches is discussed, including principal component analysis, k-means 
clustering, Naïve Bayes learning, decision tree learning, support vector machines, logistic 
regression, and artificial neural networks. 
 
2.1   Principal Component Analysis 
 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical method for analyzing patterns present 
in data by performing covariance analysis between factors in the data set (Pearson, 1901). As a 
statistical method, PCA is commonly applied tool of dimensionality reduction performed on high-
dimensionality datasets before implementation in further tasks. PCA functions by identifying 
dimensions of high variability and reducing the data to a series of “components” with minimal loss 
of information. 
 Several concepts from statistics are informative in the implementation of PCA. It is recalled 
that the standard deviation (s) and variance (s2) of a dataset represent the spread of the data, 
calculated by measuring the average distance of the mean to each of the data points in the set: 
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Figure 8 Standard deviation and variance provide metrics of 
the spread of a dataset around its mean. 
 
 These measures describe aspects of 1-dimensional data; covariance represents an 
analogous aspect of 2-dimensional data, or the relationship between two different factors in data. 
The same way variance represents how much data varies from the mean, covariance measures how 
much data points with 2-dimensions vary from the mean with respect to each other. The covariance 
of two variables X and Y is calculated: 
 
Figure 9 Covariance captures the spread of data with respect to two factors X and Y 
 
 It is noted that the covariance of a variable with respect to itself (i.e., X and X) is equivalent 
to that variable’s variance. Covariance is always calculated between two variables, so data 
consisting of multiple dimensions may have multiple covariance values. These values may be 
represented in a covariance matrix. For example, a dataset with three dimensions (X, Y, and Z) 
will have 9 possible covariances: 
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 It is further noted that because of the transitive property of multiplication in the definition 
of covariance, the values cov(x, y) and cov(y, x) are the same. 
 A final concept instrumental to the understanding of PCA involves eigenvectors. For a 
given linear transformation, an eigenvector is a non-zero vector that does not change its direction 
when that linear transformation is applied it. That is, when a linear transformation is applied to an 
eigenvector, the resulting vector is a multiple of that eigenvector. The value of this multiple is 
correspondingly called an eigenvalue. 
 Eigenvectors can only be found for square matrices, but not all square matrices will have 
eigenvectors; if such an n x n matrix does have eigenvectors, it will always have n such vectors. 
Crucially, each of these eigenvectors is perpendicular to the others. 
 In order apply PCA to a given dataset (Shlens, 2003): 
- Subtract the mean of each dimension from data points in that dimension (this 
centers the data around zero) 
- Calculate the covariance matrix of the transformed data 
- Calculate the eigenvectors/eigenvalues of the covariance matrix 
 
 The eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue is known as the principal component of the 
dataset. This eigenvector will point along the data similarly to a line-of-best-fit and will be the 
eigenvector that best characterizes the variance in the data. The eigenvector with the second 
Figure 10 A covariance matrix demonstrating possible covariance values 
calculated for three factors x, y, and z. 
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highest eigenvalue will be perpendicular to the first and will second best characterize the variance 
in the data, and so on. 
 In high-dimensional data, it is possible that some eigenvectors have sufficiently high 
eigenvalues as to account for the majority of the variance in the data. If this is the case, it is possible 
to use PCA to reduce the data to only the dimensions represented by the highest valued 
eigenvectors; this reduces the dimensionality of the dataset without serious loss of information. 
 
2.2   k-Means Clustering 
 k-means clustering is a clustering technique common in data mining. The method attempts 
to partition observations into a set number of clusters (this number denoted as k) on the basis of 
the mean of the attributes of each cluster. Data points are assigned to the cluster whose mean is 
closest in value until clearly delineated groupings emerge. 
 It is instructive to specify the difference in terminology between classification and 
clustering. Classification, as detailed above, assigns instances into a predefined set of categories 
determined before the time of classification. Conversely, clustering is the process of grouping a 
set of instances to determine whether any relationship between instances exists; in such a case, 
there may not be predefined categories but observable groupings emerge based on discovered 
patterns and relationships. In the parlance of machine learning, classification is referred to as 
supervised learning while clustering constitutes unsupervised learning. 
 Despite belonging to a field lateral to classification, k-means clustering may still be useful 
in delineating coarse-grained categories as in the case of a document classification task given that 
the text of the documents are sufficiently distinct to be resolved by clustering. Clustering in this 
approach utilizes the following algorithm (Hu, Zhou, Guan, & Hu, 2008): 
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1) Randomly define k initial clusters and calculate their means; 
2) Proceed through the list of items, assigning an item to the cluster whose mean is nearest, 
recalculate the mean for that cluster which receives the new item and for the cluster 
losing the item; 
3) Repeat Step 2 until no new assignments take place. 
 
 k-means clustering provides a fast, robust, and easily-understood approach to document 
clustering. It is relatively efficient and provides good results when datasets are distinct or well-
separated from each other. However, if the datasets are overlapping k-means cannot always resolve 
the presence of two distinct clusters. It also suffers from an inability to reliably reach a globally 
optimal solution. Because the k-means algorithm begins with a random initial seed, there is no 
guarantee that the best clusters will be determined over locally optimal ones based on the initial 
cluster centroids. 
 
2.3   Naïve Bayes 
 Naïve Bayes (NB) refers to a simple statistical classifier often cited as the baseline 
statistical classification method. It has been featured in a number of classification problems and 
research studies as a simple but nonetheless powerful point of comparison for more complex 
classification systems (Zhang P. G., 2000). NB classification is “naïve” because of its foundational 
assumption that features are independent of each other. While this assumption is rarely true for 
features such as words in a text, NB still shows fair performance in tasks such as document 
classification. 
 NB learning is based on the application of Bayes’ theorem from statistics: 
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 Where d is an instance of a document and c the instance of a class. Read in prose, this 
theorem states that the probability that a given document belongs to a certain class is equal to the 
probability of that same document appearing in a given class, multiplied by the probability of the 
class and divided by the probability of seeing that document. This logic may seem circular, but it 
allows for a great simplification of the classification problem; because the task centers on selecting 
the most probable class for an instance, the most likely class may be modeled as: 
 
 
 Because the probability of the document remains constant for all classes, it does not have 
mathematical relevance for determining the most probable class. The document itself may be 
further decomposed into a vector of its features (i.e., its word counts) such that the probability may 
be further rewritten: 
 
 Note that this method may therefore easily employ the BOW assumption. Classification 
then proceeds as a count of words contained in the relevant documents applied in the final formula. 
 NB, relative to more complex methods, is very fast and has low storage requirements. 
However, the independence assumption at the core of NB means that this technique shows optimal 
performance if that assumption holds; NB has been criticized for completely ignoring relevant 
linguistic features which are lost with the BOW approach. However, NB continues to serve as a 
dependable baseline in text classification even as alternative techniques are presented to have 
better accuracy. 
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2.4   Decision Trees 
 Decision Tree (DT) learning attempts to implement macroscopic categorization as a series 
of smaller categorization decisions on the basis of specific features. DT learning has become one 
of the most widely used methods of inductive inference due to its resistance to noisy data and 
ability to construct models trained even with missing data (Mitchell, 1997). 
 DTs classify instances by sorting them through a series of branched nodes; each node 
considers a particular attribute of that instance, passing it down one branch if that attribute meets 
a certain condition or the other branch otherwise. Once passed to a subsequent node, the process 
repeats, testing an attribute of the instance and passing it along until a terminal node is reached 
reflecting a final classification. As a result, each path from the root node to a terminal node 
represents a conjunction of attribute tests, each attribute showing a certain value traceable along 
the path. 
 Problems tend to be suited to DT when they show certain characteristics. In particular, the 
target function generally has discrete output values rather than real-valued numerical outputs. In 
its simplest form, DT learning assigns Boolean classifications (e.g., yes/no) for each tested 
instance; however, this process is readily extended to learning functions with more than two output 
values (Mitchell, 1997). This makes a DT model well-suited to the task of automated classification. 
 DT learning is also easily adapted to input instances constituting attribute-value pairs, 
generally a fixed set of attributes with disjoint possible values. However, as previously noted, the 
training data may contain instances of errors or missing attribute values as DT learning is generally 
robust against unknown or noisy data. 
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 The basic DT learning algorithm makes use of a top-down greedy search through the 
hypothetical space of possible trees. This approach is exemplified by the ID3 algorithm introduced 
by (Quinlan, Induction of Decision Trees, 1986) and the extended C4.5 (Quinlan, C4.5: Programs 
for Machine Learning, 1993). Here, the ID3 algorithm is explored as the basis of DT development. 
 The standard algorithm constructs DTs top-down, essentially beginning with the question 
of which attribute should be tested at the root of the tree. To answer this, each instance attribute is 
evaluated using a statistical test to determine how well it alone classifies the training examples. 
Whichever attribute best categorizes the data is selected and used as the root node test. A 
descendant of this node is then created along each resulting branch, and then the training examples 
are sorted to the appropriate leaf. At each subsequent node, the process is repeated using the sorted 
training instances to select the best attribute for testing at each new node. 
 Note that this constitutes a greedy search in which the algorithm never backtracks to 
reconsider its earlier choices. Pointedly, this means that the central choice of DT learning is the 
selection of which test attribute is most useful for classifying the training data. This necessitates a 
strong quantitative measure to gauge the decision at each developing node. The measure used in 
ID3 (and many extended algorithms) is a value borrowed from information theory: information 
gain. 
 To describe selection by information gain it is illustrative to first give an information 
theoretical definition of entropy. In a linear classification problem between two arbitrary classes 
A and B of all examples in a set S, entropy may be defined mathematically: 
Entropy(S) = –pA log2(PA) – pB log2(pB) 
 Where pA is the proportion of examples in S falling into class A, and pB the proportion 
falling into class B. It may be noted that for cases in which all instances of S belong to the same 
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class, the entropy is 0; when S contains an equal number of instances of both classes, the entropy 
is 1. All other cases show an entropy between 0 and 1 (Shannon, 1948). 
 Using these principles, entropy may therefore be interpreted as the amount of information 
needed to encode the classification of a member of S. When all members belong to the same class, 
no information is necessary (since it may be assumed correctly which class any instance belongs 
to). If an equal number of members of each class exist, there is no statistical likelihood of any one 
instance belonging to one set over the other so the maximum amount of information is needed to 
describe the examples of the set (i.e., the categorization of an instance is at its hardest to guess). It 
may further be noted that this principle is easily extended to cases for which target classification 
takes on an arbitrary number of possibilities: 
Entropy(S) = for i in c:  Σ –pilog2(pi) 
 In the context of DT development, information gain measures an expected reduction in 
entropy and is the measure employed by ID3 at each node to select the best attribute for a given 
node test. If categorization by a particular attribute creates a subset with an especially great 
reduction in entropy (i.e., a high information gain), that attribute represents a good candidate for 
testing at that point in DT development.  
 For use in a classification task, DTs presents the advantage of running a complete search 
through the training data and attribute space during tree growth. Due to the greedy top-down search 
employed in its basic algorithm, it also places attributes with the highest information gain closest 
to the root of the tree and selects the shortest tree it encounters over the course of its simple-to-
complex search. On the other hand, use of DT learning poses risks with overfitting to training data 
(Mitchell, 1997). It may be said that a model “overfits” if a model which performs less well on the 
same training data outperforms using an overall dataset. Because each branch grown in ID3 is 
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grown to perfectly fit the input data, it may be subject to such overfitting. Modified algorithms 
avoid this issue by shortening the growing time of the DT or by allowing the DT to overfit the 
training data, and then post-pruning the tree to a simpler model. 
 
2.5   Support Vector Machines 
 Support Vector Machines (SVM) are supervised learning models that classify data through 
the lens of high-dimensional analysis. In this approach, example instances are mapped as points in 
space on the basis of high-dimensional vectors representing the features extracted from the 
classified objects. The SVM returns the function best spatially dividing these points into distinct 
groupings. The nature of this function depends on the space in which it is assigned and is often 
characterized as a hyperplane. In geometry, a hyperplane is any subspace having one less 
dimension than its environment: a hyperplane may constitute a dimensionless point dividing data 
on a 1-dimensional line, a line bisecting points on a 2-dimensional plane, a plane separating objects 
in 3-dimesional space, and so on. 
 SVMs as a linear classification tool were introduced by (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995) as a 
means of generating a hyperplane separating instances in space and orienting this hyperplane in 
such a way that it is the greatest distance possible from the closest member of both classes. The 
hyperplane so described may then be defined in terms of a linear function with (ideally) all 
members of two classes falling on opposite sides of this function. However, SVM methodology 
can be expanded to handle data that is not fully linearly separable by relaxing the constraints on 
the model to allow for “misclassified” points according to a linear separation. In such a model, 
data points on the incorrect side of the margin boundary incur a penalty that increases with the 
point’s distance from the boundary. This allows for the construction of an SVM which still 
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optimizes hyperplane orientation by minimizing its distance to data points which are ostensibly 
positioned on the wrong side of the hyperplane while still fitting the data overall. 
 While functions dividing points in space are often visualized in small numbers of 
dimensions, a family of functions known as kernel functions exist which can recast functions into 
higher dimensionality space, allowing SVM classification utilizing vectors with high numbers of 
features (such as the complete set of counts of words extracted from a text document). These kernel 
functions allow the adaptation of SVMs to non-linearly separable data. 
 However, a major downside to SVMs is their long, inefficient training time. This has 
limited industry-scale application of SVMs and limited their use with larger training sets. 
Additionally, extension of the SVM approach to multi-class classification involves reducing a 
single multiclass problem into a series of binary classification problems, further adding to the 
necessary training time of the approach. 
 
2.6   Logistic Regression 
 Regression analysis denotes any statistical process for building a model estimating 
relationships between one or more independent variables and a dependent variable. Logistic 
regression models the probability of an event, either binary or categorical in nature, depending on 
input variables of categorical or numerical value.  This model predicts the effects of these variables 
on the response variable and can classify observations by estimating the probability that said 
observation belongs in a given category. 
The linear regression model uses a normal least square approximation or linear equation as a basis 
(Peng, Lee, & Ingersoll, 2002) (Fujino & Isozaki, 2008):  
Y = a + BX + e 
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 Where Y represents the model’s output, a stands for a constant value (the intercept in 
graphical terms), B and X a multiplier and value for an independent variable, and e an error value. 
B represents the model’s estimation of the impact of a given independent variable. 
 While this mathematical approach to a regression model functions well for some data, it 
has the drawback of outputting infinitely positive values for high independent variable values (and 
negative outputs for very low ones). This may be inappropriate for certain applications, so logistic 
regression remedies the issue by transforming a standard regression model to produce outputs 
between 0 and 1: 
 
 The logistic regression model can slower to train than other statistical models such as Naïve 
Bayes models, but has the advantages of adapting well to categorical data and transparently 
showing the weighting different factors have on the overall output. 
 
2.7   Artificial Neural Networks 
 Neural Networks (NN) comprise complex machine learning models analogous to the 
intertwined network of neurons constituting the brain. In such models, the distinct units of the NN 
are organized into layers which respond to input by further stimulating or inhibiting a future layer, 
just as webs of neurons stimulate or inhibit successive neurons in response to stimuli. 
 At the core of early NNs was the perceptron, a type of artificial neuron first introduced by 
(Rosenblatt, 1958). The perceptron takes several binary inputs and produces a single binary output. 
Each input has an associated weighting factor such that the respective inputs contribute different 
degrees to the expression of the output. This output is determined by whether the weighted sum is 
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greater or lesser than some threshold value determined by the perceptron’s bias. If the output 
overcomes this bias, a binary output of 1 is provided; if not, the output is 0. 
 On the basis of the perceptron as a unit, an overarching NN is constructed with multiple 
layers each consisting of one or more perceptrons. As a result, the nature of the NN as a whole 
may be described in terms of the parameters (the weighting values and biases) of the perceptrons. 
The training of NN-based model, then, depends on the adjusting of these parameters to produce 
the desirable behavior of the network. 
 Unfortunately, perceptrons tend to be easily altered by small shifts in weighting values; in 
fact, a small change in the weights or bias of a single perceptron can cause the output of the 
perceptron to completely flip, thereby drastically altering the functionality of the deeply 
interwoven network (Nielsen, 2015). This makes gradually modifying the parameters difficult in 
practical applications. 
 This issue may be overcome by a different type of artificial neuron, the sigmoid neuron. 
The sigmoid neuron has a series of weighted inputs which produce outputs similarly to the 
percepton, but these inputs and outputs may take any value between 0 and 1. This is because the 
functionality of the sigmoid neuron is not binary but rather defined by the sigmoid function: 
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Figure 11 The sigmoid function produces a characteristic 
"s-shaped" curve bounded by 0 and 1. 
 It may be noted that the graphical shape of the sigmoid is reminiscent of a smoothed out 
binary step function, indicating the mathematical similarity of the functionality of the sigmoid 
neuron and that of the perceptron. The use of the sigmoid function makes the NN more robust 
against minor changes in weighting values and biases, allowing for fine-tuning of the network 
without completely reversing the behavior of neurons in the process. 
 The architecture of neural networks generally involves a layout consisting of one or more 
“neurons” which directly receive input values, forming the input layer. The network likewise 
contains a final layer directly generating the final output of the NN, thus referred to as the output 
layer. Between these may be any number of layers known as the hidden layers. NNs containing 
more than one such hidden layer are often called deep neural networks (DNN). A major aspect of 
NN design consists in determining the arrangement and number of neurons in these different 
layers, including the number of hidden layers which separate the input and output. 
 In models thus far described, neurons in the NN generate output from one layer which 
forms the input of a subsequent layer. Such networks are feedforward NNs, indicating that there 
is no feedback loop in the network. Conversely, recurrent NNs (rNNs) allow for the possibility of 
feedback. In such models, neurons fire for a limited duration before going silent. Other neurons 
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fed by the output of these quiescent neurons themselves fire for a limited time, thereby stimulating 
adjacent neurons before becoming quiet as well. This results in a steady cascading process which 
allows the output of neurons to provide feedback to previous layers after a set duration of time 
rather than instantaneously, thereby ensuring that a neuron does not recursively affect its own 
output. 
 The most widely used algorithm for adjusting NN parameters is called the back-
propagation of error. In this method, the initial configuration of the NN is arbitrarily set; the result 
of presenting training data to the NN likely then produces incorrect output. The errors for all inputs 
patterns are propagated backwards through the network, from output layer back towards the input 
later. As back-propagation proceeds, the parameters are adjusted to minimize the residual error 
between the actual and desired outputs of the training data. 
 Due to their complexity in design and training, NNs essentially function as black boxes; 
apart from defining the general architecture of the network and seeding the random starting 
weights, the user plays little to no direct role in the creation of the NN. These nets also tend to be 
slow to train on serial systems as a result of their highly parallel structure and tend to be inefficient 
to build on anything but truly parallel systems (Nielsen, 2015).  
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Chapter 3: Maching Learning in Classification 
 In light of the large (and growing) number of learning techniques available, researchers are 
also interested in exploring which methods of classification can most improve classification 
accuracy. (Fall, Torcsvari, Benzineb, & Karetka, 2003) compared the performance of several 
classification techniques in the categorization of patent documents, including NB and SVM 
techniques. Other approaches explore hybrid categorization systems functioning in multiple steps. 
(Chen & Chang, 2012) research the viability of a three-phase classification system: first, an SVM 
classifier is trained to categorize patent documents to their first subclass; next, a separately trained 
SVM classifier organizes the patents into the bottom level of the IPC; a final k-nearest-neighbors 
classifier then assigns each document its classification code. This multi-phase approach may merit 
further exploration in a variety of machine learning techniques with different levels of textual pre-
processing. 
 The state of the present literature with respect to different aspects of classification of text 
documents generally and IP literature specifically is herein discussed, including discussions of the 
tasks of multi-label classification, feature selection, and patent classification. 
 
3.1   Automated Patent Classification 
 The applicability of machine learning techniques to document classification in general and 
patent classification in particular is a burgeoning field of research (Krier & Zacca, 2002) (Larkey, 
1998) (Magdy, Leveling, & Jones, 2009).  As a data set, IP documents exhibit a number of aspects 
and challenges to straightforward classification. (Larkey, 1998) notes at the time of publication 
that the working data comprised 5 million documents and 100-200 gigabytes of text. While the 
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authors note that the corpus further contains 4-5 terabytes of image data, the retrieval/classification 
of images is an ongoing line of research not further discussed in the present account. 
 Despite the great amount of data available for building automated classifiers, issues exist 
in applying this data in training. It is commonly the case that two patent documents from the same 
classification category, or two documents deemed by human patent examiner to refer to similar 
content, do not contain many words in common. Research by (Magdy, Leveling, & Jones, 2009) 
into patent information retrieval found cases in which documents relevant to a queried topic 
contained words in common with that topic only 12% of the time. (Larkey, 1998) cites one possible 
explanation for these discrepancies as intrinsic to the patent examining process, in which inventors 
strive to demonstrate novelty in their work: 
 
As in many other real-world classification and retrieval problems, there is a 
severe vocabulary mismatch problem. Patents or patent applications about 
similar inventions can contain very different terminology. Unlike some other 
domains, inventors sometimes do this intentionally so their invention will seem 
more innovative. 
(Larkey, 1998) 
 
 (Fall, Benzineb, Guyot, Torcsvari, & Fievet, 2003) further note the ramifications of the 
lexical issues of IP for in the International Patent Classificaiton (IPC) system, the precursor to the 
CPC: “The terms used in patents are quite unlike those in other documents…Many vague or 
general terms are often used in order to avoid narrowing the scope of the invention.” (Fall, 
Benzineb, Guyot, Torcsvari, & Fievet, 2003) cites a particular example of the effects this practice 
can have, noting that it is common in the pharmaceutical sphere to recite all possible therapeutic 
uses for a given compound. This adds a great deal of data to a given document without necessarily 
contributing the spirit and scope of the invention which is used in determining its classification.  
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The nature of different classes also entails differences in vocabulary diversities. Classification 
C07: “Organic Chemistry” for example makes by far the largest contribution given the numerous 
long DNA sequences it contains. The vocabulary diversity is likely indirectly compounded by a 
legal restriction on patent applications: each application is only granted if the invention is novel or 
a non-obvious adaptation of previous technologies. As a result, patents are necessarily all different 
at the semantic level; if semantically identical, two patent applications could not simultaneously 
be granted. 
 IP literature also do not show a uniform distribution between different classes, instead 
favoring a somewhat Zipfian distribution. A large number of classes contain roughly similar 
document classes, but (Fall, Torcsvari, Benzineb, & Karetka, 2003) list certain class/subclass 
categories such as A61: “Medical or Veterinary Science, Hygiene”, H04: “Electric 
Communication Technique”, G06: “Computing, Calculating, Counting” and C12: “Biochemistry” 
as receiving a disproportionately large number of applications. 
 Further compounding the complication of constructing an automatic classifier for patent 
documents are several rules and norms dictating the placement of each document into its 
corresponding label(s).  (Fall, Benzineb, Guyot, Torcsvari, & Fievet, 2003) note in particular one 
rule for selecting the primary classification of a given application which holds that the second of 
two feasible categories should be selected if two are found to concord with the subject of the patent 
application. Additional rules applicable to secondary categorizations complicate label-assignment 
by imposing certain requirements and restrictions for different categories. The authors describe 
one such rule related to secondary classification assignment: 
 
A majority of patents do not have a single main IPC symbol, but are also associated 
with a set of secondary classifications…In some parts of the IPC, it is obligatory to 
assign more than one category to a patent document if the patent document meets 
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certain conditions. For example, in subclass C12N: “the therapeutic activity of 
single-cell proteins or enzymes” is also classified in subclass A61P. 
(Fall, Benzineb, Guyot, Torcsvari, & Fievet, 2003) 
 
3.2   Multi-label Classification in Text Categorization 
 Existing studies in the literature demonstrate the differences in training time and 
performance of distinct classifiers on different corpora. Numerous such studies compare the 
effectiveness of different learning algorithms for text categorization in terms of learning speed, 
real-time classification speed, and classification accuracy, often utilizing the easily trained and test 
Naïve Bayes model as a baseline (Dumais, Heckerman, & Shami, 1998), (Zhang P. G., 2000) 
(Lewis, 1998). 
 Due to the multi-output nature of the patent classification task, implementation of such 
machine learning methods must be adjusted to handle multi-label training and testing data. 
(Tsoumakas & Katakis, 2009) provide a theoretical review of implementation of several 
methodologies under both major multi-label classification paradigms, as well as more directly 
examine the efficacy of different approaches under the problem transformation paradigm. The 
review observes that several algorithm adaptation methods actually directly reflect the problem 
transformation approaches. With regards to the ML-kNN algorithm, an adaptation of the kNN 
learning algorithm for multi-label data, it is observed that the method follows the paradigm of the 
binary relevance method. Further describing the adaptation of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm for 
multi-label data, the authors note the relationship between the two paradigms in the algorithm’s 
implementation: 
 
Although these two algorithms are adaptations of a specific learning approach, we 
notice that at their core, they actually use a problem transformation. 
(Tsoumakas & Katakis, 2009) 
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 The experimental examination entailed training several multi-label classification models 
under three different problem transformation approaches. Interestingly, the authors report the best 
performances in conjunction with the label powerset transformation, despite this approach being 
less popular in the literature than the binary relevance method. 
 This disparity in popularity of the two problem transformation approaches may lie in their 
relative training time and efficiency.  One disadvantage of the label powerset transformation 
approach to multi-label classification is its increased training time. Given a transformation 
involving N distinct classes, this approach must fit (N2 – N)/2 distinct classifiers. Because of this 
O(N2) complexity, this problem transformation approach tends to be slower than the binary 
relevance approach (Pedrogsa, et al., 2011). 
 Different classifier models have been implemented to overcome the obstacles offered by 
the automated patent classification task. (Larkey, 1998) remarks that kNN approaches may scale 
up well from small to large data sets, making them suitable for incremental analyses of 
performance while scaling up the size of the training data. However, Bayesian classifiers should a 
greater ability to distinguish closely related subclasses, so that the chosen approach is a 
combination two-phase classifier. The approach first uses a kNN classifier to categorize input data, 
followed by a Naïve Bayes classifier to further refine selections made during the first phase. 
However, previous classification work by (Fall, Torcsvari, Benzineb, & Karetka, 2003) indicates 
that SVM classifiers may outperform other methods, particularly at the subclass level. However, 
their experimental results further indicate that precisions for all methods at the subclass level were 
below those for the class level, possibly indicating the increased difficulty of accurate 
classification at the lower nodes of the CPC hierarchy. 
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3.3   Feature Selection for Classification 
 Although a number of sophisticated document representation techniques exist, the simple 
and natural BOW representation remains popular. Prior research has cited the best known multi-
class classification results for the Reutuers-21578 data set as obtained using BOW approaches 
(Dumais, Heckerman, & Shami, 1998). As previously noted, the complete library of granted US 
patents is a vast corpus exhibiting a rich vocabulary diversity. As a result, an automated classifier 
implementing a BOW approach for the raw text of the patent corpus would have to be capable of 
handling a large number of documents with a high-dimension input space. To improve the 
efficiency of such a classifier, numerous attempts have been made to reduce the dimensionality of 
the input space with appropriate feature selection. 
 (Dumais, Heckerman, & Shami, 1998) utilize a BOW approach in text categorization; 
however, their approach conducts feature selection on the basis of word frequency and mutual 
information. The 300 features with the greatest mutual information were selected for training an 
SVM classifier, while the 50 greatest features were selected for other classifier models. The 
selected features were treated as binary (word present or word absent) rather than counts; although 
non-binary feature classifications were attempted, the authors did not note improvement over 
binary approaches and did not pursue this technique further. 
 Other more indirect approaches to reduce the number of features include limiting the 
number of words which are represented in each document. For example, work by (Larkey, 1998) 
suggests successful classification of patent documents in particular may be accomplished using 
only select sections of the overall document. Work (Fall, Torcsvari, Benzineb, & Karetka, 2003) 
followed this, finding that for each of a variety of tested machine learning algorithms, the most 
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advantageous approach to feature selection in patent classification involved selecting the first few 
hundred words of each document. 
 Further pre-processing approaches including natural language processing (NLP) 
techniques have been applied to the patent classification task with varying degrees of success. 
(Larkey, 1998) removed common English stopwords and stemmed remaining texted using the 
kstem-stemmer. Only resulting stems which occurred at least twice in a given document were 
retained. While such techniques may be used to contribute to dimensionality reduction, (Dumais, 
Heckerman, & Shami, 1998) found that application of NLP analyses did not consistently improve 
classification accuracy and in the case of SVM classifiers reduced performance. 
 (Zhang P. G., 2000) demonstrates the potential of dimensionality reduction techniques like 
PCA in feature selection in combination with classifiers such as neural networks. However, 
unsupervised approaches such as PCA have the drawback of not considering the correlation 
between target outputs and input features. This represents an oversight in the patent corpus as a 
data set given that each document has been hand labeled with output values; PCA fails to take this 
label information into account. 
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Chapter 4: Experimental Methods 
 Bulk patent data made available by Google is includes full text of US patent grants between 
the years 1976 and 2015. Patent data from the years 2014 and 2015 is obtained in the form of XML 
files. This and further data is available for download at:  
https://www.google.com/googlebooks/uspto-patents-grants-text.html 
 XML data was downloaded in bulk from the year 2015. The present experiment selected 
4500 documents total from the bulk downloads, including the first 500 documents for each section 
available in that year. Due to the relative unavailability of documents classified under section D in 
the year 2015, additional documents were obtained from the 2014 dataset until the proper amount 
was available. 
 For the present experiment, the downloaded data was cleaned to remove XML tags and 
retain only desired information from the selected patent documents. Relevant code is available in 
the appendix of the present work. The targeted information retained in the construction of the 
present corpus includes: 
 - Invention Title 
  - Classification information under the CPC 
  (Section/Class/Subclass/Group/Subgroup) 
  - Patent citation information 
  - Author and assignee information  
  - Abstract 
  - Detailed description 
  - Claims 
 The resulting dataset is available upon request and associated scripts are available upon 
request. The entire corpus of 4500 documents was not utilized for all experiments due to memory 
limitations of the system in use. 
 The resulting text is tokenized and cleaned of whitespace and punctuation. The complete 
text is otherwise unaltered. Unigram counts are conducted and the word frequencies and 
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classification information stored for each document. Word count data is used to train and test 
different machine learning models using 5-fold cross validation. Document classifiers are trained 
and tested for data section level of the CPC classification system. During construction of the 
section classifier, documents from all sections are used. Training data is stratified to contain equal 
volumes of each classification label in the level of the CPC hierarchy being tested. 
 Using the information collected from the dataset classifiers are trained on three different 
strategies of feature-selection-preprocessing. A null strategy involves no feature-selection-
preprocessing, so that all unigram counts are used in classifier training. The resulting input space 
is expected to be of high-dimensionality even for small training sets; this high-dimensionality is 
expected to generate (prohibitively) long training times while sparsity of information in the input 
space may suppress accuracy.  
 To reduce the dimensionality of the input space, a second strategy is employed conducting 
PCA on the dataset. The output of this preprocessing will be of considerably lower dimensionality, 
so that a greatly reduced training time is expected. The utilization of only those components which 
account for the majority of variance observed in the dataset may also enhance the accuracy of the 
trained classifiers. 
 Finally, further feature-selection may be conducted by using only a subset of the unigram 
counts collected from the dataset. In order to remove data which does not contribute a large amount 
of information, hapax legomena are removed, leaving unigram counts only for words which occur 
at least twice in each document. PCA is then conducted on the resulting subset as is done for the 
second strategy. 
 The above three strategies are evaluated by training automated classifiers under three 
experimental conditions. Experiment 1 utilizes unprocessed word counts from the full text data of 
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input documents. Experiment 2 conducts PCA on the word count data to generate a reduced set of 
input data for classifier training. Experiment 3 conducts PCA on word counts of all words 
occurring more than once in each word document. Word count data is subjected to incremental 
principal component analysis implemented in the Scikit-learn Decompositions Python library. In 
transforming the data, the number of components utilized with the PCA is selected to account for 
90% of the variance in the data; the input training and testing data is transformed according to the 
resulting PCA. 
 The automated classifier training and testing step for each experiment will each involve the 
same five supervised machine learning models. Supervised machine learning models selected for 
classification include the Naïve Bayes, SVM, Decision Tree, Neural Net, and Logistic Regression 
models. Machine learning models are trained using the raw or transformed data utilizing the 
appropriate Scikit-learn Python libraries. The Multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier is utilized when 
training using word count data. The Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier is selected as the appropriate 
implementation of a NB model for use with continuous features as per the output of the PCA 
dimensionality reduction step. The decision tree Scikit-learn uses an optimized version of the 
CART algorithm for decision tree implementation, while the multilayer perceptron model is used 
as the basis for the artificial neural network model. 
 Initial implementation was carried using the unsupervised method of k-means clustering; 
however, preliminary results showed optimal clustering unrelated to the groupings of CPC 
assignments. Further implementation of the k-means clustering approach was not pursued here. 
 Problem transformation under the binary relevance method is implemented using a one-vs-
all metaclassifier which uses standard classifier models to learn a discriminative model for each 
label used in classification. This problem transformation approach is selected for offering relative 
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computational efficiency and interpretability since it is possible to gain knowledge about each 
label by inspecting its corresponding classifier. 
 System processor time is recorded for the construction of the appropriate PCA and distinct 
machine learning models. The resulting model precision, recall, and F-measure (micro-averaged 
and macro-averaged) are recorded, as well as the overall hamming loss, for each method. 
 
 Functionality Library 
Principal Component Analysis sklearn.decompositions.IncrementalPCA 
Naïve Bayes sklearn.naive_bayes.GaussianNB 
Decision Tree sklearn.tree 
Support Vector Machine sklearn.svm.SVC 
Logistic Regression sklearn.linear_model.LogisticRegression 
Artificial Neural Network sklearn.neural_network.MLPClassifier 
Problem Transformation 
(Binary Relevance Method) 
sklearn.multiclass.OneVsRestClassifier 
 
Table 6 The methodologies utilized in the present work and their corresponding implementations 
using the Scikit-Learn Python Library 
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion 
5.1   Experiment 1: All Word Counts 
 Micro-averaged and macro-averaged results for classifiers trained using word frequencies 
with no pre-processing or preliminary analysis are displayed in Figure 12. Evaluation metrics 
suggest that the logistic regression classifier outperforms all other models; however, it is noted the 
classifier precision peaked quickly and did not show signs of improvement in conjunction with 
larger datasets. Indeed, classifier recall appeared to steadily decrease as the number of training 
documents increased. For the majority of models, including the logistic regression model, the F-
measure metric was essentially stable at 0.5 or lower for all data sizes. 
 Similarly, Figure 13 shows very little change in hamming loss with respect to size of the 
document set. While classifier performance is generally expected to improve with increasing 
numbers of input data, the hamming loss for each classifier appeared to level off before 1000 
documents. 
 Limitations in memory-demand above 1600 documents restricted further classifier training 
beyond this point. While model construction time also generally increased, this was primarily 
problematic for neural net construction which required significantly longer training times than 
competing classifiers (Figure 14). However, training demands in terms of memory and time are less 
problematic to industrial application than the currently low precision and recall of the present 
experiment, both of which are below 0.6 in the base cases. Implementation of automated classifiers 
in real-world application require significant improvements before being accepted in industry. 
While it is possible that simply increasing the size of the training data above a threshold amount 
may achieve this, other approaches to improve performance may be considered. 
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 As the number of documents utilized in classifier training increases, the dimensionality of 
the input space increases markedly. It is notable that these additional documents added to the input 
space, although they have overlapping labels with previous data, all constitute completely different 
inventions by legal necessity. Therefore, introducing further input patents may widen the 
boundaries of the given labels without necessarily refining them. This fact may offer insight into 
the tendency of models to show decreased recall performance for higher numbers of documents. 
 If this intuition is correct, it may be possible to test this property by controlling for variation 
within each label. For example, instead of including a random sampling of each final label (i.e., a 
complete section/class/subclass/group/main-group listing), the data for each section may be 
selected to comprise a single terminal label. Intuitively, documents having the same terminal label 
should be more alike than two documents which share a more distant common node in the CPC 
hierarchy. This may reduce the amount of variation observed in small training sets and enhance 
classifier performance. 
 
5.2   Experiment 2: All Word Counts Reduced with PCA 
 Training classifier models using data subject to dimensionality reduction using PCA 
demonstrated marked improvements for every model over data not subject to PCA (Figure 15). Of 
note was the performance of the SVM model which showed near perfect precision of 1.0 for 
document sets greater than 1000; however, this precision is offset by a low recall, granting the 
SVM model an F-measure lower than or on par with the performance of the remaining models. 
While this precise but overly cautious model shows promise, the low recall indicates the likelihood 
that SVMs will overlook documents with a frequency greater than what may be desirable for 
industrial applications. 
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 The neural net model performed with the greatest promise of those models tested, showing 
the highest recall and F-measure overall. Only the logistic regression model showed comparable 
precision, but the lower recall of the logistic regression model poses problems for its usefulness. 
On the other hand, the neural net exhibited significantly higher training times than all other models 
(Figure 17). Therefore, practical applications may view the decreased recall score of the logistic 
regression model as an acceptable tradeoff for shorted construction time. 
 
 
Precision Recall F-Measure 
Micro Macro Micro Macro Micro Macro 
Naïve 
Bayes 
0.294 0.362 0.503 0.490 0.371 0.346 
Decision 
Tree 
0.609 0.594 0.662 0.644 0.634 0.616 
Support 
Vector 
Machine 
0.998 0.999 0.466 0.445 0.635 0.599 
Logistic 
Regression 
0.692 0.688 0.601 0.613 0.643 0.640 
Neural 
Network 
0.703 0.699 0.750 0.743 0.726 0.718 
Table 7 Results of Experiment 2 using a document size of 3150. 
 
 The large training space and data sparsity of patents as text documents pose difficult 
challenges for automated classification if IP literature. The results of the above models suggest 
that decomposition and dimensionality reduction may present a promising means of overcoming 
these challenges. Because PCA identifies those components which account for the greatest amount 
of variability in a dataset, the processed data retains relevant factors capturing the differences 
among each data point. While this processing is demanding in time and computation power for 
large document sets, the completed PCA drastically reduces the amount of time necessary to train 
the automated classifiers and shows evidence of markedly improving their performance. 
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 Due to the promise shown by statistical dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA, 
it is possible that further dimensionality reduction and feature selection may improve classifier 
performance. One simple technique involves removing hapaxes from the data set by only retaining 
those words which occur twice or more in each document. This approach has the benefits of being 
easily implemented and reducing input space dimensionality while retaining words which are more 
frequent and therefore presumably more relevant to the content of each document. This approach, 
combined with PCA, is attempted next. 
 
5.3   Experiment 3: Words Occurring Twice or More Reduced with PCA 
 Training with text documents for which hapaxes were removed did not improve 
performance of any model (Figure 18). In fact, most models displayed drastically reduced precision 
and recall as a result of this pre-processing. In addition to the reduced performance metrics, each 
model did not demonstrate a clear effect related to number of input documents on any metric. 
While the logistic regression and neural net models showed a minor upward trend in F-measure as 
the size of the dataset increased, the increase does not appear significant and is not obvious when 
examining precision and recall directly. 
 These results are unexpected in light of the improved performance resulting from 
dimensionality reduction using PCA on the unfiltered word frequency data. The degraded classifier 
performance may provide evidence that significant amounts of information are lost in removing 
hapaxes from the text. Additional research on the nature of the text and word frequencies may 
elucidate why this is the case. In particular, an examination on the number and nature of hapaxes, 
as well as vocabulary diversity more generally, may be of use in determining the source of the 
disparity in the results.  
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5.4   Results 
EXPERIMENT 1 
All Word Counts, No PCA Conducted 
Micro-averaged Results Macro-averaged Results 
  
  
  
Figure 12 Performance evaluations for classifiers trained on word count data 
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Figure 14 Average time to construct each classifier based on the 
number of training documents 
 
  
 
Figure 13 Hamming loss as a function of the number of documents 
used in training/testing 
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Experiment 2 
All Word Counts, PCA Conducted 
Micro-averaged Results Macro-averaged Results 
  
  
  
Figure 15 Performance evaluations for classifiers trained on word frequency after PCA-based dimensionality reduction 
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Figure 16 Hamming loss as a function of the number of documents 
used in training/testing 
 
 
Figure 17 Average time to construct each classifier based on the 
number of training documents 
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Experiment 3 
Words with Counts Two or More, PCA Conducted 
Micro-averaged Results Macro-averaged Results 
  
  
  
Figure 18 Performance evaluations for classifiers trained on word frequency with hapaxes removed after PCA-based 
dimensionality reduction 
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Figure 19 Hamming loss as a function of the number of documents 
used in training/testing 
 
 
Figure 20 Average time to construct each classifier based on the 
number of training documents 
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5.5   Discussion 
 It is of great note that the absolute values for precision and recall metrics (and therefore F-
measure as well) were generally greater for all machine learning methodologies in Experiment 2. 
Experiments 1 and 3 are comparable in performance, with Experiment 3 showing slightly superior 
performance overall for all methods. With respect to machine learning methodologies, logistic 
regression and neural network models consistently outperformed other models in terms of 
precision and F-measure. Neural nets showed high performance in particular during Experiment 
2, showing both improved performance and improved sensitivity to document count following 
PCA conducted on input data. Overall, the present work suggests the viability of multiple machine 
learning models for use in automated patent classification given suitable preprocessing and a 
sufficiently large dataset. The results also suggest the usefulness of artificial neural networks in 
this task given their sensitivity to the effects of both PCA and dataset size in improving 
classification performance. 
 Interestingly, the SVM classifier showed perfect or near-perfect precision for all document 
counts in Experiment 2. However, this approach also showed much lower recall, so overall 
performance under F-measure remained on par with other models. It may be possible to utilize this 
high precision, “overly cautious” SVM model in combination with another model to produce high 
quality results, but the current results do not suggest high enough performance using SVM alone. 
 An especially important finding of Experiment 2 is that several of the models show 
sensitivity to the number of documents used in training. The F-measure for all models except for 
the NB classifier trended upward with greater document counts, suggesting improved performance 
with larger datasets. This effect is especially prominent in the recall metric, suggesting that a major 
impact of increased document counts in this experiment may be in reducing the number of false 
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negatives in each trial. This suggests exposure to a wider array of documents in each class may 
better train the model to recognize a greater variety of documents in that class; however, this 
apparently contradicts the trend seen in the models tested in Experiment 1 in which the number of 
documents negatively impacted recall. The results suggest that use of PCA processing of patent 
data may be sufficient to reveal an effect due to document number in automated patent 
classification. 
 Moreover, this increasing performance showed roughly equal rates of increase for the 
Neural Net and Logistic Regression models (visible as roughly parallel trending lines for F-
measure in Figure 10). Rates appear to also be roughly equal for SVM and Decision Tree models. 
Both of these parallel growth rates suggest that the number of documents generates a tangible 
effect on model performance. The nearness of the rates also suggests that the effect may be similar 
for all the given models (excluding Naïve Bayes). 
  It is of note that this effect was not present for Experiments 1 and 3. Except for minor 
differences at lower numbers of documents, performance appeared to be roughly constant for all 
models during these trials. The presence of the effect of document count in Experiment 2 suggests 
that preprocessing using PCA is necessary for the effect of training set size to manifest; however, 
the results of Experiment 3 seem to contradict this. It is possible that feature selection of only 
words occurring more than once nullifies the effect. This may suggest that words occurring only 
once in a document contribute more information than was assumed at the outset of the present 
work. 
  Considering both metric performance and sensitivity to document count, the three 
experiments show a kind of “Goldilocks” phenomenon. A lack of preprocessing altogether 
produced the low-quality classifiers of Experiment 1, while PCA and word selection produced the 
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same low quality in Experiment 3. However, utilizing only PCA in the preprocessing step produced 
both greater performance in absolute terms and a generally increasing performance with respect to 
training data size. This middle option for model training may represent a fertile ground for future 
study in classification of intellectual property; there may be an optimal degree or mode of 
preprocessing which generates the greatest results, as well as the greatest sensitivity to the size of 
training dataset. Additional research on the relation between preprocessing (including PCA) and 
the effect of document count is also needed. 
 The baseline model of the Naïve Bayes classifier consistently performed below average for 
all experiments in terms of F-measure, often performing the least successfully out of all classifiers 
across different metrics in all three experiments. The Naïve Bayes classifier also shows a unique 
characteristic of performance with respect to the other classifier models in terms of its sensitivity 
to document count. While each other model showed a general trend of increasing performance 
with larger document counts in Experiment 2, the NB classifier did not show this trend and in fact 
continued to show falling recall with larger datasets. It is unclear why the NB classifier exhibits 
this unique behavior; given the overall difference in performance of all models between 
Experiments 1 and 2, it may be possible that NB is incompatible with PCA preprocessing for this 
type of dataset. Further research on the performance of the NB classifier in this domain is 
necessary. 
  While increasing the dataset size generally resulted in a corresponding increase in 
performance for the trials of Experiment 2, increasing document counts also led to decreases in 
performance for some models of Experiment 1 and the Naïve Bayes model of Experiment 2. This 
decrease was most notable under the metric of recall for the Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, and 
Logistic Regression models throughout Experiment 1. It is unclear what about the present dataset 
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leads to this trend. Further research into the source of this decline in performance may elucidate 
what approach to feature selection/dimensionality reduction may be best-suited to intellectual 
property classification. One possible explanation may be that the high utilization of novel and 
field-specific terminology found in patent documents leads to a data sparsity issue for larger 
document counts. As rare words are introduced into the lexicon, some classifiers may become less 
robust against false negatives as the classes’ input dimensionality becomes too large. 
 If corroborated, this explanation may offer insight into why the use of PCA preprocessing 
elevated model performance in Experiment 2 given that rare words are less likely to account for a 
significant amount of variance in a set of documents. Thus, data management and dimensionality 
reduction techniques may address this concern. However, it is noted that this explanation alone 
does not count for the general downward trend in recall for the Naïve Bayes classifier in this case. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
 The purpose of this work was to explore the performance of a variety of machine learning 
approaches applied to the task of document classification of United States patent grants. The 
rapidly increasing number of patent applications has made the demand for automated patent 
processing tools more pressing, while the need for multi-label output in the patent classification 
task presents challenges for standard classification techniques. The machine learning model and 
pre-processing applied to the data must be capable of accurately generating this multi-label output 
in the hierarchical CPC while accommodating to the highly diverse and esoteric writing style 
offered by patents as a corpus. 
 In order to analyze automated classification in this domain, a corpus of patent documents 
consisting of structured and unstructured data was compiled. Data was downloaded from the 
Google Patent database and cleaned of XML tags, and target information including classifications, 
patent citations, and textual information was extracted. The constructed corpus was presently used 
in examination of document classification approaches but contains suitable data for use in a 
number of textual information tasks such as information retrieval, knowledge visualization, etc… 
 Five different supervised learning methods were selected for training automated classifiers 
for categorizing patents in the compiled corpus. In conducting this examination of machine 
learning methods, standard single-output classifiers are adapted to the multi-label task using the 
binary relevance problem transformation method. The resulting classifiers are trained using word 
counts of all words contained in patent documents, PCA-transformed word counts, and PCA-
transformed counts of all words which occur twice or more in a document. 
 The best results for all classifiers were achieved using complete word counts of all text in 
each document which were then PCA-transformed. The transformed dataset significantly reduced 
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the necessary training time for all classifiers and improved performance as measured by precision 
and recall. Further feature selection of all words occurring more than once in the text did not yield 
improved results and in fact suppressed results for all methods. 
 It was also found that PCA conducted on the input data revealed an effect due to training 
data size, wherein increasing the size of the training dataset yielded a corresponding increase in 
classifier performance for most models.  This increase was particularly pronounced for logistic 
regression and neural network classifiers which showed the greatest sensitivity to document size. 
Neural networks also showed consistently higher performance than other models in use with PCA-
transformed data. This combination of high quality output and sensitivity to training data size 
found in the present experiment suggests neural network models may be good candidates for 
further research and industrial applications involving intellectual property. 
 The comparison of methods also more generally suggests that artificial neural networks 
may serve as accurate models in multi-label classification tasks. The high precision/recall and low 
hamming loss over competing models is in evidence for patent classification, but this serves as a 
prototypical example multi-label classification which may extend to text documents from a variety 
of domains. The feasibility of neural net classifiers, perhaps further in combination with PCA-
transformed data, may be explored for further domains marked by opaque or rapidly expanding 
terminology. However, neural networks are significantly slower to train than comparable methods, 
even when used with small training sets. Future work in applications of neural nets must address 
or weigh this drawback accordingly in comparisons against other classifier methods. 
 Future work may consider additional methods of feature selection which further reduce the 
computational demands of the classifier models without significantly reducing the information of 
the dataset. While removing words occurring only once from the text did not enhance performance, 
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different modes of dimensionality reduction beyond PCA may be considered. Additional work 
may also be done examining the nature of the patent corpus itself, including in-depth analyses of 
the text found within distinct labels. Label-specific information on vocabulary diversity, document 
length, or utilization of structured information (authorship, document citations, etc…) may offer 
salient data points for more sophisticated classifier models. 
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Appendix: 
downloader.sh 
 The present script was used for remotely downloading XML files of patent grants from the 
Google collection of 2015 patent documents. Each XML file, which originally contained multiple 
individual patent documents, was separated into distinct text files saved in an appropriate directory 
and labeled by Patent number. 
 
#!/bin/bash 
 
### Downloads Patent Grant Full Text from Google 
### Zip files are unzipped and removed. Resulting XML files  
### are split up by patent number and stored in directory by year.  
### Code below shows the process for the year 2015. 
### Additional years accessible at: 
### https://www.google.com/googlebooks/uspto-patents-grants.text.html 
 
IFS=$'\n' 
set -f 
 
for number in 150106 150113 150120 150127 150203 150210 150217 150224 150303 150310 150317 
do 
   wget storage.googleapis.com/patents/grant_full_text/2014/ipg${number}.zip 
   unzip ipg${number}.zip 
   rm ipg${number}.zip 
done 
 
pat_no="00000000" 
 
mkdir -p 2015 
for XML_FILE in 150106 150113 150120 150127 150203 150210 150217 150224 150303 150310 150317 
do 
   echo "Parsing $XML_FILE" 
   for line in `cat ipg${XML_FILE}.xml` 
   do 
      if [[ $line == *"us-patent-grant lang"* ]] 
      then 
         pat_no=`echo $line | awk -F'file="' '{print $2}' | awk -F'.XML' '{print $1}' | awk -F'-' '{print 
$1}'` 
         echo "PATENT_NO $pat_no" > 2015/$pat_no 
         echo "$pat_no parsed." 
      fi 
   echo $line >> 2015/$pat_no 
   done 
done 
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parser.sh 
 The present script gathers and stores relevant information from the separated XML tagged 
patent text files. Resulting text files are stored in an appropriate directory and labeled by patent 
number. 
 
#!/bin/bash 
 
IFS=$'\n' 
set -f 
 
if [ -e "2015/00000000" ] 
then 
   rm 2015/00000000 
fi 
pat_no="00000000" 
mkdir -p Parsed/2015 
 
for file in `ls 2015` 
do 
   if [ ! -e "Parsed/2015/$file" ] 
   then 
      if grep -q "section>A" 2015/$file 
      then 
         for line in `cat 2015/$file` 
         do 
            if [[ $line == *"us-patent-grant lang"* ]] 
            then 
               pat_no=`echo $line | awk -F'file="' '{print $2}' | awk -F'.XML' '{print $1}' | awk -F'-' 
'{print $1}'` 
               date=`echo $line | awk -F'file="' '{print $2}' | awk -F'.XML' '{print $1}' | awk -F'-' 
'{print $2}'` 
               echo "PATENT_NO $pat_no" 
               echo "PATENT_NO $pat_no" > Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
               echo "DATE $date" >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
               ADD_CLASSIFICATIONS=true 
            fi 
 
            ####################################### 
            # INVENTION TITLE 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<invention-title"* ]] 
            then 
               text=`echo $line | awk -F'">' '{print $2}' | awk -F'</' '{print $1}'` 
               echo TITLE $text >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
 
            ####################################### 
            # APPLICATION TYPE 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"appl-type"* ]] 
            then 
               appl_type=`echo $line | awk -F'appl-type="' '{print $2}' | awk -F'">' '{print $1}'` 
               echo APPL_TYPE $appl_type >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
 
 
            ####################################### 
            # SECTION 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<section>"* ]] 
            then 
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               section=`echo $line | awk -F'section>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
            fi 
  
            ####################################### 
            # CLASS 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<class>"* ]] 
            then 
               class=`echo $line | awk -F'class>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
            fi 
  
            ####################################### 
            # SUBCLASS 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<subclass>"* ]] 
            then 
               subclass=`echo $line | awk -F'subclass>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
            fi 
 
            ####################################### 
            # MAIN-GROUP 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<main-group>"* ]] 
            then 
               main_group=`echo $line | awk -F'main-group>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
            fi 
 
            ####################################### 
            # SUBGROUP, COMPILE FULL IPC ON LINE 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<subgroup>"* ]] && $ADD_CLASSIFICATIONS 
            then 
               subgroup=`echo $line | awk -F'subgroup>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
               echo CLASSIFICATION $section $class $subclass $main_group $subgroup >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
 
            ####################################### 
            # FURTHER CLASSIFICATIONS 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<main-classification>"* ]] && $ADD_CLASSIFICATIONS 
            then 
               main_classification=`echo $line | awk -F'>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
               echo MAIN_CLASSIFICATION $main_classification >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
            if [[ $line == *"<further-classification>"* ]] && $ADD_CLASSIFICATIONS 
            then 
               further_classification=`echo $line | awk -F'>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
               echo FURTHER_CLASSIFICATION $further_classification >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
    
            ####################################### 
            # END CLASSIFICATION COLLECTION 
            ####################################### 
            if [[ $line == *"<patcit"* ]] 
            then 
               ADD_CLASSIFICATIONS=false 
            fi 
 
            if [[ $line == *"<doc-number>"* ]] 
            then 
               doc_no=`echo $line | awk -F'<doc-number>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
            fi 
            if [[ $line == *"<category>"* ]] 
            then 
               category=`echo $line | awk -F'<category>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $2}'` 
            fi 
            if [[ $line == *"</us-citation>"* ]] 
            then 
               echo CITATION $doc_no $category >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
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            fi 
 
            ######################################## 
            # AUTHOR AND ASSIGNEE INFO 
            ######################################## 
            if [[ $line == *"<last-name>"* ]] 
            then 
               last_name=`echo $line | awk -F'<last-name>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
            fi 
            if [[ $line == *"<last-name>"* ]] 
            then 
               first_name=`echo $line | awk -F'<first-name>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
               echo AUTHOR $last_name $first_name >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
   
            if [[ $line == *"<orgname>"* ]] 
            then 
               assignee=`echo $line | awk -F'<orgname>' '{print $2}' | awk -F'<' '{print $1}'` 
               echo ASSIGNEE $assignee >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
 
 
 
            ######################################## 
            # TEXT INFORMATION 
            ######################################## 
            if [[ $line == *"abstract id="* ]] 
            then 
               current_section=ABSTRACT 
            fi 
            if [[ $line == *"description id="* ]] 
            then 
               current_section=DESCRIPTION 
            fi 
 
            if [[ $line =~ p-[0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9] ]] 
            then 
               text=`echo $line | awk -F'[0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]">' '{print $2}' | awk -F'</p' '{print $1}'` 
               text=`echo $text | sed -e 's/<b>[0-9]*<\/b>//g'` 
               text=`echo $text | sed -e 's/<figref idref="DRAWINGS">//g'` 
               text=`echo $text | sed -e 's/<\/figref>//g'` 
               echo $current_section $text >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
 
            if [[ $line == *"<claim-text>"* ]] 
            then 
               text=`echo $line | awk -F'<claim-text>' '{print $2}'` 
               text=`echo $text | awk -F'</claim-text>' '{print $1}'` 
               text=`echo $text | sed -e 's/<claim-ref.*claim-ref>//g'` 
               echo CLAIMS $text >> Parsed/2015/$pat_no 
            fi 
         done 
   fi 
   else 
      echo -e "$file already parsed\r" 
   fi 
echo 
done 
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trie.py 
 The present script constructs a trie-type data structure used in conjunction with 
generate_data_matrix.py to more efficiently store word count vectors for each patent document. 
 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
 
class Index_Trie: 
 
 def __init__(self): 
  """ 
  $ = count 
  """ 
  self.root = {} 
  self.total = 0 
 
 def find(self, word): 
  """ 
  Returns true if word in trie, false otherwise 
  """ 
  branch = self.root 
  if len(word) == 0: 
   if '$' in branch: 
    return True 
   else: 
    return False 
  else: 
   if word[0] in branch: 
    return branch[word[0]].find(word[1:]) 
   else: 
    return False 
 
 
 def insert(self, word, index): 
  """ 
  Add word to trie with new index 
  """ 
  branch = self.root 
  if len(word) == 0: 
   branch['$'] = index 
  else: 
   if word[0] in branch: 
    branch[word[0]].insert(word[1:], index) 
   else: 
    branch[word[0]] = Index_Trie() 
    branch[word[0]].insert(word[1:], index) 
 
 
 def get_index(self, word): 
  """ 
  return word's value in the trie 
  """ 
  branch = self.root 
  if len(word) == 0: 
   return branch['$'] 
  else: 
   if word[0] in branch: 
    return branch[word[0]].get_index(word[1:]) 
   else: 
    raise ValueError('get_val: word not in trie') 
 
 def set_total(self, total): 
  self.total = total 
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def get_sentence_indexes(words): 
 trie = Index_Trie() 
 counter = 0 
 for word in words: 
  if trie.find(word): 
   print(word, trie.get_index(word)) 
  else: 
   trie.insert(word, counter) 
   print(word, trie.get_index(word)) 
   counter += 1  
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generate_data_matrix.py 
 The present script tokenizes, removes white space, and removes punctuation from target 
patent document text files and constructs word count vectors representing the document. Resulting 
vectors are stored in a data matrix file according to the overall number of documents stored in that 
matrix (500 documents, 1000 documents, etc…) 
 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
 
import os, csv, random 
from trie import * 
from index_trie import * 
from string import punctuation 
 
def clean_text(text): 
        return " ".join(text.replace('\n', ' ').lower().strip().split()) 
 
def remove_punc(text): 
        return ''.join([char for char in text if not char in punctuation]) 
 
def word_tokenize(text): 
        return remove_punc(clean_text(text)).split() 
 
 
for SIZE in [500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000]: 
 
 counts = Trie() 
 indices = Index_Trie() 
 current_index = 0 
 
 print("Constructing trie...") 
 all_patents = os.listdir('Patents/Parsed/{}_Data'.format(SIZE)) 
 random.shuffle(all_patents) 
 
 num_patents = len(all_patents) 
 for i, document in enumerate(all_patents): 
  print("\tWorking on " + document + "...\t" + str(i+1) + "/" + str(num_patents)) 
  with open('Patents/Parsed/{}_Data/{}'.format(SIZE, document)) as f: 
   txt = f.readlines() 
  text = "" 
  for line in txt: 
   if line.startswith('DESCRIPTION'): 
    text += line[12:] 
    text += ' ' 
   if line.startswith('ABSTRACT'): 
    text += line[9:] 
    text += ' ' 
   if line.startswith('CLAIMS'): 
    text += line[7:] 
    text += ' ' 
  for word in word_tokenize(text): 
   counts.insert(word) 
   if not indices.find(word): 
    indices.insert(word, current_index) 
    current_index += 1 
  
 print("Constructing data matrix...") 
 with open("{}_data_matrix".format(SIZE), "w") as dm: 
  writer = csv.writer(dm) 
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  for i, document in enumerate(all_patents): 
   print("\tWorking on " + document + "...\t" + str(i+1) + "/" + str(num_patents)) 
   with open('Patents/Parsed/{}_Data/{}'.format(SIZE, document)) as f: 
    txt = f.readlines() 
   
   labels = [] 
   text = "" 
   for line in txt: 
    if line.startswith('CLASSIFICATION'): 
     labels.append(line[15:].replace(' ', '.').strip()) 
    if line.startswith('DESCRIPTION'): 
     text += line[12:] 
     text += ' ' 
    if line.startswith('ABSTRACT'): 
     text += line[9:] 
     text += ' ' 
    if line.startswith('CLAIMS'): 
     text += line[7:] 
     text += ' ' 
   counts.clear_vals() 
   current_words = [] 
  
   for word in word_tokenize(text): 
    counts.count(word) 
    if word not in current_words: 
     current_words.append(word) 
 
   word_count_vector = [0] * (current_index + 1) 
   for word in current_words: 
    word_count_vector[indices.get_index(word)] = counts.get_val(word)  
   writer.writerow([document] + labels) 
   writer.writerow([document] + word_count_vector) 
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generate_data.py 
 The present script loads a set of word count vectors from a target file, applies principal 
component analysis, and subdivides the resulting vectors of components into training and testing 
sets for use in k-fold cross validation. The application of principal component analysis may be 
omitted; it is included here as a default. 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
 
import numpy, csv 
from sklearn.preprocessing import MultiLabelBinarizer 
from sklearn.decomposition import IncrementalPCA 
 
##################################################################################### 
# PART 1 
# Generate a data set of patent grants, consisting of IPC sections and word-count vectors. 
##################################################################################### 
def generate_data_set(N=100, TIER='CLASS'): 
    """ 
    Generates a data set for the model consisting of N patent documents. 
    Returns two lists, labels and word-count-vectors 
    [labels], [word-count-vectors] 
    """ 
 
    labels = [['A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E', 'F', 'G', 'H', 'Y']]   # Initialize labels with header 
 
    labels = classes 
    pos = 0 
    if N <= 500: 
        dm = '500_data_matrix' 
    elif N <= 1000: 
        dm = '1000_data_matrix' 
    elif N <= 1500: 
        dm = '1500_data_matrix' 
    elif N <= 2000: 
        dm = '2000_data_matrix' 
    elif N <= 2500: 
        dm = '2500_data_matrix' 
    elif N <= 3000: 
        dm = '3000_data_matrix' 
    elif N <= 3500: 
        dm = '3500_data_matrix' 
    elif N <= 4000: 
        dm = '4000_data_matrix' 
    elif N < 4500: 
        dm = '4500_data_matrix' 
    else: 
        print("Invalid size") 
        exit() 
 
    word_count_vectors = []                                     # Initialize empty word-counts 
    with open(dm, 'r') as data_matrix:  #Get data with 2+ word counts 
        reader = csv.reader(data_matrix) 
        counter = 0 
        while counter < N: 
            print("\tLoading document {}/{}\r".format(counter+1, N)), 
            document = reader.next() 
            ipcs = document[1:] 
            sections = [] 
            for ipc in ipcs: 
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                sections.append(ipc.split('.')[pos]) 
            labels.append(sections) 
            word_count_vectors.append(reader.next()[1:]) 
            counter += 1 
        print 
 
    labels = labels[1:]                                       # Remove section header 
    labels = MultiLabelBinarizer().fit_transform(labels)        # Binarize labels 
    data = numpy.array(word_count_vectors).astype(numpy.int)     # Convert strings to int 
    return data, labels 
 
##################################################################################### 
# PART 2 
# Apply principal component analysis 
# or linear discriminant analysis 
##################################################################################### 
def apply_pca(x_train, x_test): 
    """ 
    Implements principal component analysis using scikit learn 
    incremental pca. (IncrementalPCA handles analysis in batches 
    to avoid memory issues.) 
    """ 
    n = len(x_train) 
    chunk_length = 100 
    pca = IncrementalPCA(n_components=chunk_length) 
    print("Conducting PCA...") 
    pca = IncrementalPCA() 
    for i in range(0, 1+(len(x_train)//chunk_length)): 
        print("\tBatch {} of {}".format(1+i,1+(len(x_train)//chunk_length))) 
        try: 
            pca.partial_fit(x_train[i*chunk_length : (i+1)*chunk_length]) 
        except: 
            print("ERROR WITH PCA") 
    pca.fit(x_train) 
 
    variances = pca.explained_variance_ratio_ 
    n = 0 
    total = 0.0 
    for i, variance in enumerate(variances): 
        total += variance 
        n += 1 
        if total > .9: 
            break 
    pca.n_components = n 
    print("number of components: ", n) 
 
    x_train = pca.transform(x_train) 
    x_test = pca.transform(x_test) 
    return x_train, x_test 
 
 
 
##################################################################################### 
# PART 3 
# Subdivide into sets of training and testing data for use in k-fold cross validation 
##################################################################################### 
def cross_validation_sets(x, y, analysis, k=5): 
    """ 
    Generates k pairs of training/testing data for use in k-fold cross validation. 
    PCA will be applied for each pairing as appropriate. 
    Assumes default of 5. 
 
    returns [((x_train, y_train), (x_test, y_test))] 
 
    """ 
    folds = [] 
    chunk_length = len(x)/k 
    for i in range(0, len(x), chunk_length): 
        test_x = x[i:i+chunk_length]                            # Chunk train/test data 
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        train_x = numpy.vstack((x[:i], x[i+chunk_length:])) 
        test_y = y[i:i+chunk_length] 
        train_y = numpy.vstack((y[:i], y[i+chunk_length:])) 
 
        if analysis == 'PCA': 
            train_x, test_x = apply_pca(train_x, test_x)            # Apply PCA 
 
        folds.append(((train_x, train_y), (test_x, test_y))) 
 
    return folds 
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models.py 
 The present script trains a specified machine learning model utilizing given input training 
data and examines given testing data to evaluate the performance of the trained model. 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
 
import numpy 
from sklearn.multiclass import OneVsRestClassifier 
from sklearn.svm import LinearSVC 
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier 
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPClassifier 
from sklearn.naive_bayes import GaussianNB 
from sklearn.naive_bayes import MultinomialNB 
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression 
from sklearn.metrics import hamming_loss 
from sklearn.metrics import precision_recall_fscore_support 
 
##################################################################################### 
# PART 1 
# Train specified model 
##################################################################################### 
def train_model(x, y, model): 
    """ 
    Train model on expected input (x) and output (y) 
    If no model is specified, Naive-Bayes is assumed. 
    """ 
    if model=='NB': 
        print("\tTraining NB model...") 
        return OneVsRestClassifier(MultinomialNB()).fit(x, y) 
    elif model=='SVM': 
        print("\tTraining SVM model...") 
        return OneVsRestClassifier(LinearSVC()).fit(x, y) 
    elif model=='TREE': 
        print("\tTraining decision tree model...") 
        return OneVsRestClassifier(DecisionTreeClassifier()).fit(x, y) 
    elif model=='MLP':                                                  # Multi-layer perceptron NN 
        print("\tTraining neural net model...") 
        return OneVsRestClassifier(MLPClassifier()).fit(x, y) 
    elif model=='LOGREG':                                              
        print("\tTraining logistic regression model...") 
        return OneVsRestClassifier(LogisticRegression()).fit(x, y) 
    else: 
        raise ValueError("train_model: invalid model selected") 
 
 
##################################################################################### 
# PART 2 
# Examine predicted labels and actual labels. Generate precision and recall, 
# both overall and by section. Generate hamming loss. 
##################################################################################### 
def calculate_hamming_loss(predictions, results): 
    return numpy.mean([hamming_loss(pred, res) for pred, res in zip(predictions, results)]) 
 
 
def precision_recall(y_pred, y_true): 
    """ 
    Given predicted values and actual values, evaluates a model. 
    Evaluation conducted overall and by section. Returns overall prec and recall (micro  
    and macro), and lists of prec and recall by section. 
 
    mic_prec, mic_rec, mic_f, mac_prec, mac_rec, mac_f, [precision_sections], [recall_sections], 
[f_sections] 
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    Micro: calcualte metrics globally by counting total true positives, false negatives,  
           and false positives 
    Macro: claculate metrics for each label, find their unweighted mean. 
    """ 
    micro_prec, micro_rec, micro_f, micro_ins = precision_recall_fscore_support(y_true, y_pred, 
average='micro') 
    macro_prec, macro_rec, macro_f, macro_ins = precision_recall_fscore_support(y_true, y_pred, 
average='macro') 
    precisions, recalls, fs, instances = precision_recall_fscore_support(y_true, y_pred) 
 
    return micro_prec, micro_rec, micro_f, macro_prec, macro_rec, macro_f, precisions, recalls, fs 
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run_models.py 
 The present script loads a desired data set and trains and tests a given model using that data 
set. Performance metrics and model construction time are saved in a corresponding file labeled 
according to the selected model and data matrix. Results are likewise displayed to standard output. 
 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
 
import os, sys, time, pickle 
from make_data import * 
from models import * 
 
def output_results(results, model, N, tier, analysis): 
    if not os.path.exists('{}_Results/{}'.format(tier, analysis)): 
        os.makedirs('{}_Results/{}'.format(tier, analysis)) 
    title = "{}_{}".format(model, N) 
    with open('{}_Results/{}/{}'.format(tier, analysis, title), 'w') as f: 
        f.write(results) 
 
def output_analysis_time(time, N, tier, analysis): 
    if not os.path.exists('{}_Results/{}'.format(tier, analysis)): 
        os.makedirs('{}_Results/{}'.format(tier, analysis)) 
    if not os.path.exists('{}_Results/{}/{}_TIME'.format(tier, analysis, analysis)): 
        with open('{}_Results/{}/{}_TIME'.format(tier, analysis, analysis), 'w') as f: 
            f.write("Documents,Time") 
    with open('{}_Results/{}/{}_TIME'.format(tier, analysis, analysis), 'a') as f: 
        f.write("\n{},{}".format(N, time)) 
 
 
 
if __name__=='__main__': 
    if len(sys.argv) != 6: 
        print("Call program with desired model, data set size, number of folds in cross validation, 
classification tier, and type of dimensionality reduction") 
        print("Possible models include:\n\tNB\n\tSVM\n\tTREE\n\tMLP\n\tALL (for all above)") 
        exit() 
    else: 
        MODELS = sys.argv[1] 
        SIZE = int(sys.argv[2]) 
        FOLDS = int(sys.argv[3]) 
        TIER = sys.argv[4] 
        ANALYSIS = sys.argv[5] 
    if MODELS == 'ALL': 
        MODELS = ['NB', 'SVM', 'TREE', 'MLP', 'LOGREG'] 
    else: 
        MODELS = [MODELS] 
 
    if TIER == 'CLASS': 
        SECTIONS = ['A', 'B', 'C', 'D', 'E', 'F', 'G', 'H', 'Y'] 
    else: 
        raise ValueError('Invalid classification tier') 
 
    if TIER == 'CLASS': 
        if os.path.exists('Class_Pickles/{}/{}'.format(ANALYSIS, SIZE)): 
            print("Unpickling old data...") 
            with open('Class_Pickles/{}/{}'.format(ANALYSIS, SIZE), 'r') as unpickler: 
                folds = pickle.load(unpickler) 
        else: 
            print("Generating data...") 
            x, y = generate_data_set(SIZE, TIER) 
            pca_start = time.clock() 
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            folds = cross_validation_sets(x, y, ANALYSIS, FOLDS) 
            pca_end = time.clock() 
            pca_time = (pca_end-pca_start)/5.0 
            #print("Writing PCA timing...") 
            #output_analysis_time(pca_time, SIZE, TIER, ANALYSIS) 
            #with open('Class_Pickles/{}/{}'.format(ANALYSIS, SIZE), 'w') as pickler: 
            #    pickle.dump(folds, pickler) 
 
 
    for MODEL in MODELS: 
        start = time.clock() 
        RESULTS = "" 
        print("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~") 
        print("----------{} model, {} documents, {} folds----------".format(MODEL, SIZE, FOLDS)) 
        print("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~") 
        hls = [] 
        mic_precs = [] 
        mic_recs = [] 
        mic_fs = [] 
        mac_precs = [] 
        mac_recs = [] 
        mac_fs = [] 
        sec_precs = [] 
        sec_recs = [] 
        sec_fs = [] 
        for i, fold in enumerate(folds): 
            print("Processing fold {}....".format(i+1)) 
            x_train = fold[0][0] 
            y_train = fold[0][1] 
            x_test = fold[1][0] 
            y_test = fold[1][1] 
            clf = train_model(x_train, y_train, MODEL) 
 
            predictions = clf.predict(x_test) 
 
            hls.append(calculate_hamming_loss(predictions, y_test)) 
 
            mic_prec, mic_rec, mic_f, mac_prec, mac_rec, mac_f, precs, recs, fs = 
precision_recall(predictions, y_test) 
            mic_precs.append(mic_prec) 
            mic_recs.append(mic_rec) 
            mic_fs.append(mic_f) 
            mac_precs.append(mac_prec) 
            mac_recs.append(mac_rec) 
            mac_fs.append(mac_f) 
            sec_precs.append(precs) 
            sec_recs.append(recs) 
            sec_fs.append(fs) 
 
            print("Hamming loss: {}".format(hls[i])) 
            print("Micro average:") 
            print("\tprecision: {}".format(mic_prec)) 
            print("\trecall: {}".format(mic_rec)) 
            print("\tf-measure: {}".format(mic_f)) 
 
            print("Macro average:") 
            print("\tprecision: {}".format(mac_prec)) 
            print("\trecall: {}".format(mac_rec)) 
            print("\tf-measure: {}".format(mac_f)) 
 
            RESULTS += "~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\n" 
            RESULTS += "Fold number: {}\n".format(1 + i) 
            RESULTS += "Hamming loss: {}\n".format(hls[i]) 
            RESULTS += "Micro average:\n" 
            RESULTS += "\tprecision: {}".format(mic_prec) 
            RESULTS += "\trecall: {}".format(mic_rec) 
            RESULTS += "\tf-measure: {}\n".format(mic_f) 
            RESULTS += "Macro average:\n" 
            RESULTS += "\tprecision: {}".format(mac_prec) 
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            RESULTS += "\trecall: {}".format(mac_rec) 
            RESULTS += "\tf-measure: {}\n\n".format(mac_f) 
 
            for SECTION, prec, rec, f in zip(SECTIONS, precs, recs, fs): 
                print("\t{} precision: {}\trecall: {}\tF-measure: {}".format(SECTION, prec, rec, f)) 
                RESULTS += "\t{} precision: {}\trecall: {}\tF-measure: {}\n".format(SECTION, prec, rec, f) 
            print 
            RESULTS += "\n" 
 
        PERFORMANCE = "----------MODEL PERFORMANCE----------\nHamming loss: {}\nMicro 
average:\n\tPrecision: {}\n\tRecall: {}\n\tF-Measure: {}\nMacro average:\n\tPrecision: {}\n\tRecall: 
{}\n\tF-measure: {}\n\n".format(numpy.mean(hls), numpy.mean(mic_precs), numpy.mean(mic_recs), 
numpy.mean(mic_fs), numpy.mean(mac_precs), numpy.mean(mac_recs), numpy.mean(mac_fs)) 
 
        for i, SECTION in enumerate(SECTIONS): 
            prec = numpy.mean([fold[i] for fold in sec_precs]) 
            rec = numpy.mean([fold[i] for fold in sec_recs]) 
            f = numpy.mean([fold[i] for fold in sec_fs]) 
            PERFORMANCE += "\tSection {} precision: {}\trecall: {}\tf-measure: {}\n".format(SECTION, prec, 
rec, f) 
        print(PERFORMANCE) 
 
        end = time.clock() 
        perf_time = end-start 
        RESULTS = "Performance time: {}\n\n".format(perf_time) + PERFORMANCE + '\n' + RESULTS 
        output_results(RESULTS, MODEL, SIZE, TIER, ANALYSIS) 
 
         
 
 
 
 
